Food for People Not Landfills Subcommittee
For
The Council on Food Security
MEETING AGENDA
November 9, 2020
3:00 pm to Adjournment

Meeting Locations:

This meeting will be held via teleconference only. In accordance with Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006, the provisions of NRS 241.023(1)(b) requiring the designation of a physical location for meetings of public bodies where members of the public are permitted to attend and participate have been suspended.

Members of the public who wish to attend and participate remotely in the Food for People Not Landfills Subcommittee for the Nevada Council for Food Security Meeting are strongly encouraged to do so by utilizing the following Zoom Meeting link or call-in number.

Join Zoom Meeting: https://nevadawic.zoom.us/j/7756842205
Call: 1-669-900-6833
Access Code: 775 684 2205

Note: Agenda items may be taken out of order, combined for consideration or removed from the agenda at the chairperson’s discretion.

1. Call to order and roll call – Jodi Tyson, Chair

   Members: Jodi Tyson (Chair), Marie Baxter, Devin Wilcox, Amanda Jerzak, Brittany Price,

2. PUBLIC COMMENT
   Because there is no physical location for this meeting, public comment may be presented by computer, phone or written comment. Due to time considerations, each individual offering public comment will be limited to not more than 5:00 minutes. A person may also have comments added to the minutes of the meeting by submitting them in writing either in addition to testifying or in lieu of testifying. Written comments may be submitted electronically before, during, or after the meeting by emailing Laura Urban at lurban@health.nv.gov. You may also mail written documents to the Division of Public and Behavioral Health, 4150 Technology Way, 3rd. Floor, Carson City, NV 89706.

3. Approve September 14, 2020 meeting minutes – Jodi Tyson, Chair

   PUBLIC COMMENT
   FOR POSSIBLE ACTION
4. Approve October 2, 2020 meeting minutes – Jodi Tyson, Chair

PUBLIC COMMENT
FOR POSSIBLE ACTION

5. Present and discuss Nevada food waste data and national best practices
   - Patricia Moen, Northern Nevada Recycling Coordinator, Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
   - Rachel Lewison, Southern Nevada Recycling Coordinator, Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
   - Jenny Stephenson, United States Environmental Protection Agency

INFORMATIONAL

6. Present update on and discuss statewide food donation environmental scan - Jodi Tyson, Chair

INFORMATIONAL

7. Present and discuss updates to the Local Food Rescue Baseline Report – Laura Urban, Food Security and Wellness Manager, Office of Food Security (OFS), Nutrition Unit, Bureau of Child, Family and Community Wellness (CFCW)

INFORMATIONAL

8. Present, discuss, and approve the Food for People, Not Landfills program seal - Laura Urban, Food Security and Wellness Manager, OFS, Nutrition Unit, CFCW

INFORMATIONAL

9. PUBLIC COMMENT

10. Adjournment – Jodi Tyson, Chair

NOTE: Unless a specific time is noted, items on the agenda may be taken in any order and any agenda items not covered at this meeting may be placed on the agenda for the next scheduled meeting.

Please be advised that at the discretion of the Chair, public comments may be limited to five (5) minutes.

Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the Commission Secretary in writing at: Division of Public and Behavioral Health, 4150 Technology Way, 3rd Floor, Carson City, NV 89706, or by calling Laura Urban at 775-684-2205 no later than three (3) working days prior to the meeting date.
Supporting material for this meeting can be obtained at: Division of Public and Behavioral Health, 4150 Technology Way, 3rd. Floor, Carson City, NV 89706, or by calling Laura Urban at 775-684-2205 or via email at lurban@health.nv.gov.

NOTICES OF PUBLIC MEETING HAVE BEEN POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

In accordance with Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006 suspending state law provisions requiring the posting of public meeting agendas at physical locations, this agenda and supporting materials were posted electronically at the following website addresses:

Division of Public and Behavioral Health website: http://dpbh.nv.gov/
Nevada Public Notice Website: https://notice.nv.gov/

- As per Nevada Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006, Subsection 3, the requirements contained in NRS 241.020(4)(a) that public notice agendas be posted at physical locations within the State of Nevada have been suspended.
- As per Nevada Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006, Subsection 4, public bodies must comply with requirements in NRS 241.020(4)(b) and NRS 241.020(4)(c) requiring public notice agendas be posted to Nevada’s notice website and the public body’s website, if it maintains one, along with providing a copy to any person who has requested one via U.S. mail or electronic mail.
- As per Nevada Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006, Subsection 5, the requirement contained in NRS 241.020(3)(c) that physical locations be available for the public to receive supporting material for public meetings has been suspended.
- As per Nevada Governor Sisolak’s Declaration of Emergency Directive 006, Subsection 6, if a public body holds a meeting and does not provide a physical location where supporting material is available to the public, the public body must provide on its public notice agenda the name and contact information for the person designated by the public body from whom a member of the public may request supporting material electronically and must post supporting material to the public body’s website, if it maintains one.